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In this lesson, students transition from thinking about how dolphins communicate to thinking about how humans
communicate. Students are introduced to the Chapter 4 Question: How can humans use patterns to communicate?
They consider ways in which humans use images to communicate information. Then, each student creates an image
and, without showing the original, guides a partner to re-create that image. This activity leads students to consider the
challenges associated with sending messages across distances. Students then read a section about human
communication in the reference book, Patterns in Communication. The text highlights various ways in which humans
use patterns to communicate and introduces the idea of using codes as a way of sending information. The purpose of
this lesson is to engage students in thinking about ways that humans communicate and to have students consider how
patterns are useful for communication.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: Human communication

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Humans have used many different methods to communicate across short and long distances.

• All communication methods rely on patterns.
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Students read about human communication methods to learn how people use
patterns to communicate across short and long distances.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Remind semind studenttudents about the rs about the reeffererencence book.e book. Hold up a copy of Patterns in Communication and remind students that
this reference book contains information about how animals, including humans, use patterns to communicate.

2. Dis2. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Patterns in Communication to each pair of students.

33. Ha. Havve se studenttudents locs locatate the se the sections about human cections about human communicommunication in the ration in the reeffererencence book.e book. Have pairs turn to the table of
contents on page 3. Ask students to tell you which part of the book they should read to find out more about human
communication. [Human Communication, beginning on page 36.] Point out that there are subheadings under the
heading “Human Communication,” indicating that there are several topics about human communication that students
can read about. Have a student read the subheadings aloud.

44. S. Set a purpoet a purposse fe for ror reeading.ading. Ask students to turn to page 36.

55. R. Reead the “Intrad the “Introduction” soduction” section tection togogetherether.. Have volunteers take turns reading page 37 aloud. Highlight the last two
paragraphs about patterns.
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Today, you will read to learn more about the ways people use patterns to communicate across short and long
distances.

The text says that all communication relies on patterns. What kinds of patterns have we already learned about
that dolphins use to communicate?
[Dolphins communicated with signature whistles, patterns of pitch changes.]
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66. Ha. Havve se studenttudents turn ts turn to po pagage 84e 84, P, Pattatterns in Human Cerns in Human Communicommunication, in their notation, in their notebookebookss.. Explain to students that as
they read, they should record information about the patterns that each communication method uses.

77. Ha. Havve pe partnerartners rs reead pad pagagees 38–42.s 38–42. Circulate as partners read, discuss what they are reading, and complete the
notebook page.

88. D. Debrieebrieff.. Call on a few students to share the information they recorded in their notebooks.

99. C. Connect what sonnect what studenttudents rs reead tad to what theo what they did in Ay did in Activitctivity 2.y 2. Have students reflect on how the different communication
methods they read about might help them send a message to someone else.

1100. C. Collect all collect all copieopies os off PPattatterns in Cerns in Communicommunicationation and cand conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on.

Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: About Binare: About Binary Cy Codeode
On page 42 of Patterns in Communication, students are introduced to binary code, which digital devices use to send
information. This unit provides students with a basic understanding of what binary code is and how digital devices use
binary code to function. Students learn that binary code uses ones and zeroes as signals to send information. Digital
devices use binary code to send images, text, and sound. Over the next few lessons, students will have opportunities to
gain more understanding through using the Code Communicator Tool, which is an app that helps them encode
messages into binary code and decode them from binary code.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Ee: Exxampleamples os of Cf Codeodes Us Ussed fed for Cor Communicommunicationation
This is students’ first introduction to human communication methods. Students will have additional opportunities to
develop their understanding of patterns in human communication and of codes in future lessons. However, if students
seem to be having trouble understanding the patterns they read about in the book, draw on specific examples and
discuss those patterns. You may also consider doing a quick Internet search for additional images of the code used by
semaphore line operators, to show students how the wooden device is positioned to represent each letter of the
alphabet. Explain to students that this is an example of a code—a pattern of symbols that can be used to send
information.

The text also says that humans often use patterns called codes. You’ll read about several other methods that
humans use to communicate. As you read each section, think about how the communication method uses
patterns.

It may help you to visualize as you read about each method of communication. Try picturing in your mind how the
information is sent across distances for each communication method you read about.

Tomorrow we will investigate more about codes—how they can be used and why they can be helpful in sending
messages.
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Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Se Support: Select Specific Select Specific Sections fections for Studentor Students ts to Ro Reeadad
The “Human Communication” part of Patterns in Communication presents several examples of different methods by
which humans communicate. Some of these are historical methods that will likely be new to students. If you have
students who need more time and support to read the text, consider assigning one or two of the sections in the
“Human Communication” part of the book instead of asking them to read about every method. The “Language” and
“Digital Devices” sections are good choices, as they are the most connected to what students will be learning and doing
in upcoming lessons. Students will also likely have the most background knowledge about these communication
methods that they encounter in their daily lives.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Home Ine: Home Invveesstigtigationation
This optional activity invites students to interview someone at home about the ways they have communicated in the
past week. Students record these communication methods and then indicate whether the communication was across a
long distance or a short distance. This Home Investigation helps students become more aware of communication
methods they encounter in their daily lives. Home Investigations can encourage interaction and discussion between
students and their families around science concepts, which has been found to be beneficial for student learning. See
Optional: Chapter 4 Home Investigation: How Humans Communicate copymaster (in Digital Resources). Make one
copy for each student and review the directions with them.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
PPattatterns in Human Cerns in Human Communicommunicationation (page 84)

EExxampleamples fs for sor sececond cond column oolumn of the tf the table:able:
Row 1: alphabets, characters
Row 2: different sounds that change in pitch and volume
Row 3: long wooden boards that were moved into different shapes
Row 4: long and short tapping sounds
Row 5: binary code—1s and 0s
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84 Waves, Energy, and Information —Lesson 4.1

Patterns in Human Communication

As you read the sections about human communication in Patterns in 
Communication, record information about how each communication 
method uses patterns.

Communication method What patterns does it use?

Language

Talking drums

Semaphore

Telegraph

Digital devices

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students read about human communication methods to learn how people use
patterns to communicate across short and long distances.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Remind semind studenttudents about the rs about the reeffererencence book.e book. Hold up a copy of Patterns in Communication and remind students that
this reference book contains information about how animals, including humans, use patterns to communicate.

2. Dis2. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Patterns in Communication to each pair of students.

33. Ha. Havve se studenttudents locs locatate the se the sections about human cections about human communicommunication in the ration in the reeffererencence book.e book. Have pairs turn to the table of
contents on page 3. Ask students to tell you which part of the book they should read to find out more about human
communication. [Human Communication, beginning on page 36.] Point out that there are subheadings under the
heading “Human Communication,” indicating that there are several topics about human communication that students
can read about. Have a student read the subheadings aloud.

44. S. Set a purpoet a purposse fe for ror reeading.ading. Ask students to turn to page 36.

55. R. Reead the “Intrad the “Introduction” soduction” section tection togogetherether.. Have volunteers take turns reading page 37 aloud. Highlight the last two
paragraphs about patterns.

1 2
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Reading About Human
Communication

Reading About Human
Communication

25
MIN

Hoy leerán para aprender más acerca de las maneras en que la gente usa patrones para comunicarse a través de
distancias cortas y largas.

El texto dice que toda la comunicación depende de patrones. ¿Sobre qué tipos de patrones ya hemos aprendido
que los delfines usan para comunicarse?
[Los delfines se comunicaban con silbidos distintivos, patrones de cambios de tono].
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66. Ha. Havve se studenttudents turn ts turn to po pagage 84e 84, P, Pattatterns in Human Cerns in Human Communicommunication, in their notation, in their notebookebookss.. Explain to students that as
they read, they should record information about the patterns that each communication method uses.

77. Ha. Havve pe partnerartners rs reead pad pagagees 38–42.s 38–42. Circulate as partners read, discuss what they are reading, and complete the
notebook page.

88. D. Debrieebrieff.. Call on a few students to share the information they recorded in their notebooks.

99. C. Connect what sonnect what studenttudents rs reead tad to what theo what they did in Ay did in Activitctivity 2.y 2. Have students reflect on how the different communication
methods they read about might help them send a message to someone else.

1100. C. Collect all collect all copieopies os off PPattatterns in Cerns in Communicommunicationation and cand conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on.

Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: About Binare: About Binary Cy Codeode
On page 42 of Patterns in Communication, students are introduced to binary code, which digital devices use to send
information. This unit provides students with a basic understanding of what binary code is and how digital devices use
binary code to function. Students learn that binary code uses ones and zeroes as signals to send information. Digital
devices use binary code to send images, text, and sound. Over the next few lessons, students will have opportunities to
gain more understanding through using the Code Communicator Tool, which is an app that helps them encode
messages into binary code and decode them from binary code.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Ee: Exxampleamples os of Cf Codeodes Us Ussed fed for Cor Communicommunicationation
This is students’ first introduction to human communication methods. Students will have additional opportunities to
develop their understanding of patterns in human communication and of codes in future lessons. However, if students
seem to be having trouble understanding the patterns they read about in the book, draw on specific examples and
discuss those patterns. You may also consider doing a quick Internet search for additional images of the code used by

El texto también dice que los humanos a menudo usan patrones llamados códigos. Leerán acerca de varios otros
métodos que usan los humanos para comunicarse. Mientras leen cada sección, piensen en cómo el método de
comunicación usa patrones.

Eso puede ayudarles a visualizar mientras leen acerca de cada método de comunicación. Intenten imaginar en
su mente cómo se envía la información a través de las distancias por cada método de comunicación sobre el que
lean.

Mañana investigaremos más acerca de los códigos: cómo se pueden usar y por qué pueden ser útiles al enviar
mensajes.
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semaphore line operators, to show students how the wooden device is positioned to represent each letter of the
alphabet. Explain to students that this is an example of a code—a pattern of symbols that can be used to send
information.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Se Support: Select Specific Select Specific Sections fections for Studentor Students ts to Ro Reeadad
The “Human Communication” part of Patterns in Communication presents several examples of different methods by
which humans communicate. Some of these are historical methods that will likely be new to students. If you have
students who need more time and support to read the text, consider assigning one or two of the sections in the
“Human Communication” part of the book instead of asking them to read about every method. The “Language” and
“Digital Devices” sections are good choices, as they are the most connected to what students will be learning and doing
in upcoming lessons. Students will also likely have the most background knowledge about these communication
methods that they encounter in their daily lives.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Home Ine: Home Invveesstigtigationation
This optional activity invites students to interview someone at home about the ways they have communicated in the
past week. Students record these communication methods and then indicate whether the communication was across a
long distance or a short distance. This Home Investigation helps students become more aware of communication
methods they encounter in their daily lives. Home Investigations can encourage interaction and discussion between
students and their families around science concepts, which has been found to be beneficial for student learning. See
Optional: Chapter 4 Home Investigation: How Humans Communicate copymaster (in Digital Resources). Make one
copy for each student and review the directions with them.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
PPattatterns in Human Cerns in Human Communicommunicationation (page 84)

EExxampleamples fs for sor sececond cond column oolumn of the tf the table:able:
Row 1: alphabets, characters
Row 2: different sounds that change in pitch and volume
Row 3: long wooden boards that were moved into different shapes
Row 4: long and short tapping sounds
Row 5: binary code—1s and 0s
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84 Ondas, energía e información—Lección 4.1

Patrones en la comunicación humana

Mientras lees las secciones sobre comunicación humana en Patrones en la 
comunicación, apunta información sobre la forma en la que cada método 
de comunicación usa patrones.

Método de comunicación ¿Qué patrones usa?

Idioma

Tambores parlantes

Semáforo

Telégrafo

Dispositivos digitales

Nombre: _________________________________ Fecha: ________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
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